Stories from my Experiences Learning Scrum

Eric Sink
eric@sourcegear.com
Every day, do whatever seems to make the most sense
Becoming a Team
... And try to remember to talk to each other
Scrum?
Release-ready
Daily standup

• What I just did
• What I’m doing next
• What I need
Pair Programming Lite
Online chat room

1:10 PM
Andy T. Are the release build machines also stalled on st_revert_merge_1.js?

1:20 PM
Joe R. Yep.

Andy T. I'm in the process of undoing this resolve swap until I can get through the tests.
That's probably the cause.

1:30 PM
Joe R. I just killed 'vv' on each of the build machines. That got them past st_revert_merge_1.js

1:30 PM
Andy T. Nice. I didn't think of that... Just killed 'cast. I don't know what caused the stall yet, but it wouldn't surprise me if it happens again.
Oh duh, figured it out -- it ran a resolve command that results in an interactive prompt.

Paul R. ![DoubleFacePalm.jpg](https://example.com/DoubleFacePalm.jpg)

Mary Jo S. Hfsa: on but CD839 were the items grouped by anything in particular? I haven't been able to reproduce. I did find some
issues that occurred when you changed group by or something while the page was loading.

but/bug
Burndown chart
Priority field?
Amnesty

"allow full text search on multiple fields within a..." Work Log

eric@sourcegear.com worked

0 of 16 hours complete

2 days Remaining
Getting better

• Between iterations
• Chickens
Q&A
Thanks!

• Followups:
  – @eric_sink
  – eric@sourcegear.com